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Abstract: Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has increasingly been finding more and more applications, 

especially because of the growth seen in smart speaker awareness, adoption and engagement, and ASR being a 

critical early step in the end-to-end voice assistant usage. However, despite advancements, there continue to be 

gaps in ASR. This article explores those gaps and provides strategies to overcome those challenges. The gaps 

and challenges have been articulated specifically from the point of view of the use case of music and music-

related queries on voice assistants. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic Speech Recognition, also known as 

ASR, or STT (speech to text), is the term used for 

transcribing spoken language into text using 

technology [1]. ASR is a common first step in 

enabling interactions between humans and 

machines. Consciously, or unconsciously, you 

might have used this technology many times. For 

example, while using the mic icon in your Google 

search bar, when talking to Siri while driving a car, 

when asking Alexa to play music or when “talking” 

to a customer service system.  

 

While ASR has made strides over the last few 

years, it is far from smooth, intuitive and glitch-

free. Think about the number of times you had to 

correct yourself or repeat what you said, or change 

your choice of words or volume when talking to 

Siri, Google Assistant or Alexa. There are many 

challenges even today when it comes to ASR. Let’s 

look at what some of these challenges are, and if 

there are ways in which these can be mitigated in 

order to provide an improved user experience on 

voice assistants.  

 

II. HOW ASR WORKS 

Before getting into understanding the challenges 

with ASR, it is helpful to understand how ASR 

works. Let’s use a real-life example of a user 

asking a hypothetical voice assistant Nova for a 

music track.  

 

As soon as the user says something like “Hey 

Nova, can you play the song Fallin’?” expecting the 

song by artist Alicia Keys, the voice assistant Nova 

receives this input from its mic. The audio file is 

then pre-processed so as to remove any ambient 

noise, boost the signal and extract features from 

this audio file that are relevant for speech 

recognition [2]. This audio input is then fed into a 

language model  that has been trained on large 

amounts of speech data [4]. This model is able to 

determine the likeliest string of tokens that match 

the audio file. The output of this model is this 

string of tokens. In our example, this would mean 

that the model’s output is a text output similar to: 

“can”, “you”, “play”, “the”, “song”, “fallin’”, 

assuming no errors. See Fig. 1. for an overview of 

the ASR process. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of ASR process 
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While this is a simplified overview, ASR 

technology is highly complex, relying on advanced 

algorithms and statistical models to accurately 

transcribe spoken language into text. However, 

most ASR implementations don’t seem to work as 

smoothly. Let’s look into what some of the 

challenges in ASR are that result in a suboptimal 

experience. 

 

III. CHALLENGES IN ASR 

Following are some of the key challenges in ASR 

in the context of voice assistants: 

3.1 Different Speaking Styles 

When considering a global user base, different 

customers use different languages, making ASR a 

challenge. Even within the same language, there 

might be different accents, dialects, enunciations, 

speaking styles and personal idiosyncrasies [5][6]. 

For example, the UK along has over 40 different 

dialects [7] that sound completely different from 

each other and often use different spellings and 

word structure. These variations in speech makes it 

particularly challenging for ASR systems to 

correctly transcribe speech to text. 

3.2 Ambient noise 

In addition to the variability in speech mentioned 

above, ambient and background noise can also 

interfere with ASR [8]. For example, Nova might 

perfectly understand “play Lady Gaga” when in a 

quiet setting, like your work den. But the same 

request might be understood as “play Radio Ga 

Ga” while driving with noisy passengers. Other 

similar situations could be when there’s a party 

with friends and everyone’s talking, or when there 

is some construction happening right outside your 

house, and so on. Handling these unexpected 

sources of noise and interference is challenging for 

ASR technology [9]. 

3.3 Unfamiliar Words and Phrases 

Users might use words that are seldom used, 

including slang, colloquial terms, specific jargon, 

aliases or even words that are made-up (i.e. not part 

of the standard dictionary). Since these words 

might appear sparsely in training data too [10], 

ASR systems commonly fail to correctly recognize 

and transcribe these words to text [11]. For 

example, if you happen to know the name of the 

owner of a local grocery store, and ask Nova in the 

car to “show the route for Tom’s shop”, there’s a 

high likelihood of Nova failing to transcribe what 

you said correctly. Other examples include words, 

or sequence of words that are not out of vocabulary 

but might simply be new to the world. For 

example, when an artist releases a new track, or if a 

track isn’t very popular, the title of that track might 

be unfamiliar to a voice assistant and hard to 

transcribe. For instance, you might ask Nova to 

“play Theodosia” but Nova might not transcribe 

this correctly and start playing something else 

instead of the track from Hamilton. 

3.4 Contextual requests 

Sometimes users might say something that could 

have multiple interpretations. It is hard for ASR 

systems to disambiguate across these 

interpretations to find the most accurate one [12]. 

For example, if a user says something to Nova and 

because of the ambient noise, the only part that 

Nova gets is “Nova, [..] washing machine”. It 

would be hard for Nova to understand if the user 

meant Nova should start the washing machine or 

play the song Washing Machine by Sonic Youth. 

Similarly, if ASR as a capability is planned to be 

used for a specific domain or set of domains, a 

generic ASR model might not do well [13]. An 

example of this is using a generic ASR model vs. a 

model trained specifically for music. A user request 

like “Nova, play subtract” might not make sense to 

a generic ASR model but there’s a likelihood that it 

will be correctly understood by an ASR model 

trained on the music catalog as being a request for 

playing the artist Ed Sheeran’s album, Subtract. 

3.5 Personalization to Speaker 

Users often run into situations where a voice 

assistant fails to understand what they asked for, 

even though it might be something that they have 

asked for many times in the past, which can be 

quite frustrating and sometimes even lead to 

confusion and lack of trust in the voice assistant 

[14]. For example, if you have asked Nova in the 

past to play music by the American Jazz musician 

David Gilmore, you assume Nova understands you 

like this band. So, if you say “Nova, play David 

Gilmore”, but Nova starts playing music by the 

more popular David Gilmour of Pink Floyd, it 

might be confusing and lead to the feeling of “Nova 

still doesn’t get me”. 
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IV. MITIGATIONS TO ADDRESS ASR 

CHALLENGES 

While there are many challenges when it comes to 

ASR, there are some mitigation strategies that help 

address some or all these challenges to varying 

degrees. Some common techniques to overcome 

ASR challenges are mentioned below. 

4.1 Diverse training data 

The data that the ASR models are trained on needs 

to capture as much diversity as possible in terms of 

speech variability [15]. For example, training the 

ASR models on different ways in which someone 

might say something, as well as different users and 

how they’d say the same thing. For example, if you 

want to teach Nova to understand requests for live 

music, it would mean that Nova needs to be trained 

on a corpus of data where users with different 

languages as their primary language, users with 

different accents, styles of speaking, and speech 

idiosyncrasies have pronounced the word “live”. 

Without this, Nova might constantly keep mis-

transcribing the word as “life”, “libe”, “love”, and 

so on. 

4.2 Data augmentation 

To mitigate the risk of variation in what customers 

ask for and how, data augmentation techniques like 

speed perturbation (i.e. deliberately introducing 

distortion in speech signals to make ASR models 

more robust), reverberation simulation (i.e. training 

the ASR models with synthetically created 

reverberant speech signals), noise injection (i.e. 

deliberately introducing sounds and noise to speech 

signals) and more should be used to enhance ASR 

models [16]. A nifty approach could be generating 

synthetic request traffic at scale, applying text to 

speech (TTS) technology to it, and then using this 

data for training or fine-tuning models can help.  

4.3 Multi-lingual and sparse word handling 

Families are increasingly becoming multi-lingual. 

For an application based on ASR to scale globally 

and gain wide adoption and engagement, it needs to 

be able to understand multiple languages [17]. This 

is especially important for the application of voice 

assistants that tend to be used in family setting (e.g. 

in the kitchen or family room where usually more 

than one person uses them). Using techniques like 

multi-lingual training and code-switching 

modeling, the voice assistant can be training to 

understand inputs in multiple languages [18]. For 

example, if multi-lingual training is implemented 

for Nova, Nova would understand consecutive 

requests correctly, like “Hey Nova, play Everlong”, 

“Arrêt, arrêt! Play the acoustic version” means 

stop playing the song and play its acoustic version 

instead. Note that “arrêt” means “stop” in French. 

4.4 Transfer Learning from Pre-trained models 

Pre-trained models like Large Language Models 

(LLMs) can be used to enhance ASR. Using 

techniques like fine-tuning and feature extraction, 

ASR models’ ability to handle complex inputs can 

be improved [19]. An example is domain specific 

models like music or healthcare related solution 

that uses ASR. Fine-tuning the ASR models for 

language commonly used in these domains using 

LLMs might enhance the ASR.  

4.5 Feedback signal 

In order for the ASR models of a voice assistant to 

keep improving continually, it needs to capture 

user-initiated corrections. For example, if a user 

says something and Nova plays Radio Ga Ga but 

the user stops the music and repeats to Nova to play 

Lady Gaga, that signal should be used to remember 

the correct transcription of the sound signals into 

words. The ASR system also needs to consider the 

feedback about errors. For example, if the user 

stops Nova from playing something, and repeats 

the request, the barge-in should be fed as a signal to 

the ASR system for learning. ASR models also 

need to be updated regularly based on evolving 

user needs [20]. For example, it should happen that 

the user regularly runs into the same ASR errors 

every day. The model needs to get updated to know 

that even if the user’s voice isn’t very clear, it gets 

the right ASR interpretation. 

 

 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In conclusion, the importance and adoption of ASR 

is only set to increase. However, ASR suffers from 

some challenges that could make for a poor user 

experience. By using some of the ASR 

enhancement techniques mentioned above, these 

challenges could be mitigated to a great extent to 

enhance ASR and enable wider adoption. 
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